
5/6/13 (1) 3:47 Sequence of Benefits of RNA Drops
Why is the mouth the first area?

information.
So, mouth and teeth keep us alive. They keep us from being eaten.
Catch our pray through holding our nutrients.
Evolutionary talk coming from our primordial senses.
Teeth are also about not having the right to bite.
Start drops under the tongue builds our confidence.
Effecting 5 or your cranial nerves by taking RNA Drops under
tongue.
Over a dozen testimonials of improvements for teeth and gums.
Breath is sweeter and more pleasant.

yourself and you also demonstrate your appetite for life.
Food rules get established.
Tremendous releasing of food limitations and development of
different appetite for life.
Basal ganglia and nerves start to form your appetite for life.
How you conform to your  rules.
Can influence cranial nerves at the base of your skull.
Can create an intention about doing something to balance head
and neck area.

Genome project only found third of the number that they thought
they'd find that DNA controls our lives.
They don't know it's RNA and the environmental factors around
RNA that are controlling our lives.
Relax n Allow, not RNA
Unique technology that people can experiment with because
it's natural.
Communication between Drops, Chromosome 14, RNA…
Cancer patients reporting no effects form chemotherapy.

Testimonial of New Mexico guy that dropped from Stage 4 to
Stage 3 cancer and had no effects from radiation.

23:05
Product holding incredible frequency. Changing ability to transmute
past trauma and wounds.
Personally huge energetic shift. Non-Physical is showing up as
great peace and joy in my life. No depression. Life changing.
Truth Frequency Radio Network
Broke back in car crash 27 years ago - L1 and T12. Colon slow.
My gut still seems to be going through something.

Cleaning debris with RNA Drops.
Strong cleanse on top of it to speed things up.

Take iONs information and go back to my background and

ReMag and mouth stones being pushed out of her system.
iON spoke of the mouth as the place you set your judgments of

ReNew on face effect head, neck, and all your senses.

People near Fukishima not experience contrast testimonials.

Shadowland Voyagers Radio Show in Ecuador

Only taking RNA Drops - 5 twice a day - and ReAline



Recovering from cleanse.

Humans are impatient. Saw improvement and wanted more.

Start working with nerves in gut to go back into balance.

State your intention and then forget about it.
33:33 Gluten sensitive worried about taking Drops.

Sensitives don't experience the symptoms.
Can't guarantee because everyone doesn't react the same way.
Do you have gluten sensitivity symptoms?
Sleepy when I eat wheat.
You could do your own experiment and try  2-3 Drops under your
tongue.
You also could apply externally to your skin.
We've created less than positions about food and environment
that has us reacting in fear to everything.
RNA Drops will also have an homeopathic version in the future.

Palpitations with laxative effect from other magnesium forms.
39:44 Increase of blood pressure.

When Magnesium Makes Me Worse blog
Slowly change your life so that your  body doesn't need high
blood pressure to live your life.

Can't buy in retail store.
44:28 Erosion on a couple of teeth; sensitivity
44:53 Adrenal Fatigue and Anxiety

1 1/2-2 caps per day and feel much better

47:40 Experiment with the Drops
Use it on my eyes. Is that possible?
Straight drops in eyes but may burn. It did help what they were
dealing with.
Saline water in eye wash cup with 1 drop of RNA Drops and rinsed
eyes.
Oral drops have also created improvements in eye issues.

strong.

53:35 Blood pressure issues
Sudden spikes in blood pressure.

Adding probiotics.

ReMag will stop spasming without being a laxative.

ReNew on spinal area, place with intention.

ReMag - do they contain gluten? No, they  are straight minerals.
ReMag for leg cramps.

Can't buy drops in New Zealand. Sure we are shipping there.

Would adding ReAline be helpful.
RNA Drops can require more amino acids that are in ReAline.
ReAline encouraged as a balanced. Takes edge off anxiety process.

Can ReNew be taken internally? It's 10X concentrate of RNA Drops
with Ozonated Olive Oil and Oil of Rose. It's edible. Tastes a bit
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Correlation between solar flares and blood pressure.
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